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Article 2

PREFACE

The University of Richmond Law Review is pleased to present
its seventeenth Annual Survey of Virginia Law. The Annual
Survey serves as a comprehensive and reliable resource for the
Law Review's readership, focusing on legislative, administrative,
and judicial developments throughout the Commonwealth of
Virginia. Each article is written by a Virginia practitioner or
professor who is considered an expert in that particular area of
law.
In addition to the traditional areas of law, the 2001 Annual
Survey also includes articles on election law and the Uniform
Commercial.Code Article 9 revisions. The Law Review is honored
to once again include a Foreword by the Governor of Virginia, the
Honorable James S. Gilmore, III.
The Annual Survey is the Law Review's most popular edition,
as well as one of its largest editions. Many dedicated individuals
have contributed countless hours to the production of this
scholarly work. The Law Review extends its gratitude to all of its
authors and commends them for their time, effort, and
commitment in writing their articles. I would like to personally
acknowledge the Law Review Staff and Editorial Board for their
time and effort during the summer and the fall semester.
Finally, I would like to offer a special thanks to Carl Omohundro,
Scott Crumley, and Glenice Coombs for their guidance, support,
and patience.
It has been a pleasure and an honor to serve as the Annual
Survey Editor.Thank you for your support and readership.

Heather M. Cain
Annual Survey Editor

